
 

 

Self-Contained Equipment Cabinets 
 

The water and dust proof self-contained cabinets 
houses all the services required to service, power 
backup and protect your network core or distribution 
equipment required and is managed from a single IP 
address.  

The units and combination of the units in cascaded 
formats, eliminate the need for costly and timeous 
construction of data centers and distribution centers.  

Managed remotely from a simple “Click through 
manager and Dashboard” viewer with SNMP used as 
management agent. 
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Core functionality of the self-contained cabinets  

The solution focuses not only on providing an island style cabinet or combination cascaded multi-
cabinet system but a holistic centralized remote manageable service that simplifies the 
management process to the level that virtually anyone can interpret, understand and use to 
remotely manage and control multiple or single installations. The system focuses on using only 
one IP address to manage all the services in the cabinet solution.   

The systems consists of 5 main elements; 

1. The cabinet with IP 55 integrity (dust and water proof) with secure access control through 
facial-recognition/Biometric/RFID or Keypad access control devices. 

2. The standard environmental element manager (Temperature, Humidity, flooding and air 
conditioning). 

3. Fire and smoke detection and extinguishing. 
4. Power management with:  

 high end multistage type 1 and 2 monitored surge protection, 

 Increased Energy efficiency with extremely low overhead power consumption.  

 Linear actuator based locking mechanism only using power on open and close 
commands, not like Maglocks that constantly use power to keep doors closed, 
Maglocks create a lot of additional heat – increasing cooling requirements. 

 UPS serial interfaces are connected to the controller, using these serial interfaces to 
manage the UPS’s from the same single IP address. 

 Meter and switchable PDU’s. 
5. A Simple visual “click through” management platform (SNMP based) with:  

 User definable windows for structured picture style inserts to “click through” to a 
specific site on a multisite layout, 

 per site/cabinet detailed single view “dashboard” indicating the exact current status of 
an installation from remote management console (either high end monitoring desktop 
or user notebook), 

 the complexity of SNMP is moved into the background, securing the integrity of the 
event database for hindsight analysis and the high visibility “Dashboard” application 
for day-to-day management.  

Product Description 

The single and multi-cascaded cabinet solution was created to service as an alternative option to 
the actual construction of costly data, distribution and wire centers. The units are fully self-
contained and house all the applicable services that would normally be installed in an actual 
datacenter and have IP55 dust and waterproof rating. The devices are scalable, depending on the 
specific requirements of the user, varying in sizes from 15U to 47U (67cm to 209 cm) in height 
and 80cm, 100cm and 120 cm in depth, and can be cascaded using slack racks.  

The self-contained cabinets are fitted with an air conditioner, environmental manager, power 
management (PDU’s included) and sensors as per a client’s requirements. Standard options 
include multiple temperature sensors, humidity sensors, water detection sensors, smoke 
detectors, fire extinguishers, wiegand based access control (Keypad, RFID, Biometric and Facial-
recognition) with electronically controlled locking systems and door sensors. These self-contained 
cabinets are fitted with a 10/100BaseTX interface for management through the on-board SNMP 
agent and a GSM module for remote management, text configuration and SMS alerts. 

These self-contained cabinets enable the user to wheel in and roll out a pre-configured network 
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service in a cost reducing short time, reducing the cost of ownership and the delays of 
conventional construction. The self-contained devices, cabling infrastructure devices and the 
user’s selection of network equipment can be fitted and pre-configured prior to shipping. 

Typical application 

 

Key Product Features 

 Access Control managed through the onboard Wiegand ports connecting to any Facial-
recognition/Biometric/RFID/Keypad devices. 

 Control of electronic locks and locking system on the doors (Maglocks are not used 
because of the high energy dependency and heat generating profiles) 

 Monitoring of various door switches, mounted on all doors. 

 Monitors environmental conditions reporting on temperature, humidity and flooding. 

 Monitors and controls power feeds through the UPS and metered PDU’s. 

 Serially communicates to the UPS’s, configuring and displaying UPS status.  

 Smoke and heat optical detection. 

 Controls and monitors solid state fire extinguishers. 

 Monitors and controls air conditioners and checks air flow, through serial interface or 
contact controls. 

 24/7 Remote monitoring and configuration through onboard SNMP  

 All services managed from a single IP address. 

 24/7 SMS backup emergency reporting and remote SMS control. 

 Emailed report summaries of user definable statistical event reports. 

 Internal battery backup for controller. 
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 Surge and Lightning protection are monitored for damage and can be expanded to multi 
stage protection 

 Monitored optically isolated WAN network Interfaces  

 Core units, including network interface protection and distribution with optional network 
interface isolation as options. 

 Matching air conditioners of 500w, 1000w, 1500w, 2000w and 4000 watts (other options 
are available on request). 

 Self-contained equipment cabinets available in various sizes 15U (wall mountable), 25U, 
42U, 47U size floor standing units in 800, 1000 and 1200mm depth. 

 Self-contained enclosures can be ordered in a knock-down format for easy shipping. 
 
Typical management interface. 

The “click through” window based frontend with user defined picture inserts. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With visual “Dashboard” viewer!  
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Product Matrix 
 

Fully Assembled IP 54 rated Self-contained Equipment Rack  

1. 47U and 42 - 600 X 1200mm, 

2. 47U, 42U, 34U and 25U 600 X 1000mm, 

3. 15U - 600 X 1000mm, 

4. Slack racks. 

(Other sizes can be made on request) 

Cabinets complete and assembled with:  

1. Front framed glass door with E- lock electronic lock with sensing dry contacts for front 

door, 

2. Front door fitted with integrated Wiegand-based RFID/keypad, (default - NKPPCR1 

included), 

3. Solid rear door with electronic lock with sensing dry contacts for rear door, 

4. Solid internally lockable side door with monitoring dry contact (default - NDRSWRB1 

included), 

5. Control for and Power feed for air conditioner on the opposite solid side door (Air 

Conditioner Not included), 

6. Earth Bar, (default - NEBR-50-M6 included), 

7. Two (2) Light duty 150mm cable trays, (default - NRA-VCT15-42U included), 

8. One (1) front mount tray 450mm deep, (default - NRA-FMT450 included), 

9. Universal 150mm high plinth, (NRA-PLTH-1510 included), 

10. Two (2) base blanking plates – fitted in bottom of the cabinet (default - NRA-BLNKPNL-1U 

included), 

11. Two (2) base brush cable entry plates, (default - NRA-BRSHPNL-1U included), 

12. 10 x Cage Nut Kits sets, (default - NRA-CNS-SET10 included), 

13. Wiring leads used for internal wiring (default - CAB-CAT5E-3M Included) 

14. Electrical power connection 31Amp Hubble Plug on 3 meter lead. 

Optional extras for the cabinets not included but recommend 

1. Cabinet Intelligent Access, Environmental management, Surge protection, Serial UPS 

management unit from a single IP address, 

2. Two (2) temperature sensors (NTEMPRS485), 

3. One (1) relative humidity sensor (NBARRS485), 

4. Two (2) Optical Smoke Detectors (NOSMKHEATD), 

5. Fire extinguisher (FireSmother-1E), 

6. Side mount Air Conditioners 2000Watt (NCV402208), 1500Watt (NCV302208) 1000Watt 

(NCV152208) and 500Watt (NCV052208) must be selected on order of the cabinet to 

match the cooling needs,  

7. Can be ordered as either a knock-down option for shipping purposes and assembled once 

on site or arrives fully assembled on site (disassembled for shipping). 

One (1) of the following Cabinet Intelligent Access, Environmental management, Surge 

protection and Serial UPS management units must be selected (Not included) for management 

from a single IP address. (These units include two (2) Temperature and Two (2) flooding 

sensors) 
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1. High density Core Cabinet controller with three (3) stage surge protection and Dual (2) 

WAN optical isolation modules (NLMNDBNT3P-3U32A), 

2. High density Core Cabinet controller with single (1) stage surge protection and Dual (2) 

WAN optical isolation modules (NLMNDBNT1P-3U32A), 

3. Low density Distribution Cabinet controller with three (3) stage surge protection 

(NLMNDBNT3P-3U15A), 

4. Low density Distribution Cabinet controller with single (1) stage surge protection 

(NLMNDBNT1P-3U15A), 

 

One (1) of the following Rack Mountable UPS must be selected for serially managed single IP 

address, with the selection of battery pack depending on the installed equipment and backup 

time required. 

1. 1KVA On-line serially managed UPS with, LCD display, DB9 based RS232 with dry contact, 

UPS cabinet with 36VDC 4.5A charger, without battery pack, 1*10A input power cable 

(NRK1000L-J), 

2. 2KVA On-line serially managed UPS with, LCD display, DB9 based RS232 with dry contact, 

UPS cabinet with 72VDC 4A charger, without battery pack, 1*16A input power cable 

(NRK2000L-J), 

3. 3KVA On-line serially managed UPS with, LCD display, DB9 based RS232 with dry contact, 

UPS cabinet with 96VDC 4A charger, without battery pack, 1*16A input power cable 

(NRK3000L-J), 

4. 6KVA On-line serially managed UPS with, LCD display, DB9 based RS232 with multi signal 

dry contact, UPS cabinet with 192VDC 2.5±0.3AA charger, without battery pack, 

(NRK6000L-J), 

5. Battery and Battery Cabinet selection; 

a. External battery cabinet for UPS (2U - 440x500 housing 8 X 7Ah/12V Batteries) for 

NRK1000L-J , NRK2000L-J, NRK3000L-J (NB2U),  

b. External battery cabinet for UPS (3U - 440x500 housing 16 X 7Ah/12V Batteries) for 

NRK2000L-J , NRK3000L-J, NRK6000L-J (NB3U), 

c. Long Life 12VDC 7Ah Sealed Lead Acid Battery for UPS (NY7-12). 

 

Optional extras for the cabinets not included but recommend 

8. Cabinet Intelligent Access, Environmental management, Surge protection, Serial UPS 

management unit from a single IP address, 

9. Two (2) temperature sensors (NTEMPRS485), 

10. One (1) relative humidity sensor (NBARRS485), 

11. Two (2) Optical Smoke Detectors (NOSMKHEATD), 

12. Fire extinguisher (FireSmother-1E), 

13. Side mount Air Conditioners 2000Watt (NCV402208), 1500Watt (NCV302208) 1000Watt 

(NCV152208) and 500Watt (NCV052208) must be selected on order of the cabinet to 

match cooling needs,  

14. Can be ordered as either a knock-down option for shipping purposes and assembled once 

on site or arrives fully assembled on site (disassembled for shipping). 
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Self-contained Cabinet selector guide 

 

The Netshield self-contained cabinets can be supplied in various sizes and options, the range 
consists of standard selections of cabinet sizes (other sizes can be made to order). To ensure that 
you select all the necessary devices, please work through 1 to 5 in the configuration selector, this 
will create a tailor-made self-contained cabinet that complies with your requirements. The 
configuration selector will ensure that you select; 

1. Step 1, select the required cabinet/s size, ranging from  

 15U through to 47U and the  

 actual cabinet width of 600mm as standard and 800mm for special orders, 800mm is 
standard for 15U; 1000mm is standard for 25U, 42U and 47U.  

 42U and 47U can be ordered in 1200mm.  
(Please note that any size cabinet can be made to order!) 

2. Step 2, select the type and size of the controller required for your solution.  
(Other and Customized options are available) 

3. Step 3, the standard features are described and the standard optional extras are described 
for selection in 3.15.1 to 3,15,5.  
(The Humidity sensor and fire protection subsystem are highly recommended.) 

4. Step 4, select the correctly sized UPS according to the actual load, load profile and uptime 
required after mains failure. 

5. Step 5, select the correctly sized Air Conditioner depending on the heat generated by the 
equipment installed in the cabinet. 
(Take into consideration that no heat generating Maglocks are used in these cabinets) 

 
1. Fully Assembled IP 54 rated Self-contained Equipment Rack (Other sizes can be made on 

request) 

 47U and 42U – 600 and 800mm width and 1000 and 1200mm depth  

 47U, 42U, 34U and 25U 600 and 800mm width  x 1000mm, 

 15U - 600 x 800mm. 

 Slack rack for cascading solutions.  

 

2. One (1) of the following Cabinet Intelligent Access, Environmental management, Surge 

protection and Serial UPS management units must be selected (Not included) for 

management from a single IP address. (These units include two (2) Temperature and Two 

(2) flooding sensors). 

a. High density Core Cabinet controller with three (3) stage surge protection and Dual (2) 

WAN optical isolation modules (NLMNDBNT3P-3U32A), 

b. High density Core Cabinet controller with single (1) stage surge protection and Dual (2) 

WAN optical isolation modules (NLMNDBNT1P-3U32A), 

c. Low density Distribution Cabinet controller with three (3) stage surge protection 

(NLMNDBNT3P-3U15A), 

d. Low density Distribution Cabinet controller with single (1) stage surge protection 

(NLMNDBNT1P-3U15A), 

(Other and Customized options are available) 

 

3. Cabinets complete and assembled with: (please note that the controller includes elements 

like temperature and water sensors) 
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a. Front framed glass door with E- lock electronic lock with sensing dry contacts for front 

door, 

b. Front door fitted with integrated Wiegand-based RFID/keypad, (NKPPCR1 included), 

c. Solid rear door with electronic lock with sensing dry contacts for rear door, 

d. Solid internally lockable side door with monitoring dry contact (NDRSWRB1 included), 

e. Control for and Power feed for air conditioner on the opposite solid side door (Air 

Conditioner Not included), 

f. Earth Bar, (NEBR-50-M6 included), 

g. Two (2) Light duty 150mm cable trays, (NRA-VCT15-42U included), 

h. One (1) front mount tray 450mm deep, (NRA-FMT450 included), 

i. Universal 150mm high plinth, (NRA-PLTH-1510 included), 

j. Two (2) base blanking plates – fitted in bottom of the cabinet (NRA-BLNKPNL-1U 

included), 

k. Two (2) base brush cable entry plates, (NRA-BRSHPNL-1U included), 

l. Four (4) uprights mounted depth members with quick-release fasteners, depth-variable, 

m. 10 x Cage Nut Kits sets, (NRA-CNS-SET10 included), 

n. Wiring leads used for internal wiring (CAB-CAT5E-3M Included) 

o. Electrical power connection 31Amp Hubble Plug on 3 meter lead (included) 

Select the following additional Optional extras for your self-contained cabinet/s (not 

included but recommend) 

 Additional Two (2) temperature sensors, note that two units are included with all 

controller options (NTEMPRS485), 

 One (1) relative humidity sensor (NBARRS485), 

 Two (2) Optical Smoke Detectors (NOSMKHEATD), 

 Fire extinguisher (FireSmother-1E), 

 Can be ordered as either a knock-down option for shipping purposes and assembled 

once on site or arrives fully assembled on site (disassembled for shipping). 

 

4. One (1) of the following Rack Mountable UPS must be selected for serially managed single 

IP address, with the selection of battery pack depending on the installed equipment and 

backup time required. 

a. 1KVA On-line serially managed UPS with, LCD display, DB9 based RS232 with dry 

contact, UPS cabinet with 36VDC 4.5A charger, without battery pack, 1*10A input 

power cable (NRK1000L-J), 

b. 2KVA On-line serially managed UPS with, LCD display, DB9 based RS232 with dry 

contact, UPS cabinet with 72VDC 4A charger, without battery pack, 1*16A input power 

cable (NRK2000L-J), 

c. 3KVA On-line serially managed UPS with, LCD display, DB9 based RS232 with dry 

contact, UPS cabinet with 96VDC 4A charger, without battery pack, 1*16A input power 

cable (NRK3000L-J), 

d. 6KVA On-line serially managed UPS with, LCD display, DB9 based RS232 with multi signal 

dry contact, UPS cabinet with 192VDC 2.5±0.3AA charger, without battery pack, 

(NRK6000L-J), 

e. Battery and Battery Cabinet selection; 
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 External battery cabinet for UPS (2U - 440x500 housing 8 X 7Ah/12V Batteries) for 

NRK1000L-J , NRK2000L-J, NRK3000L-J (NB2U),  

 External battery cabinet for UPS (3U - 440x500 housing 16 X 7Ah/12V Batteries) for 

NRK2000L-J , NRK3000L-J, NRK6000L-J (NB3U), 

 Long Life 12VDC 7Ah Sealed Lead Acid Battery for UPS (NY7-12). 

 

5. Side mount Air Conditioners  

Load dependant options 4000Watt, 2000Watt (NCV402208), 1500Watt (NCV302208) 

1000Watt (NCV152208) and 500Watt (NCV052208) must be selected on order of the cabinet 

to match cooling needs. 

 

6. Sizing a UPS 

Sizing a UPS solution is a simple mathematical formula multiplying power (volts) and current 

(amps) to eventually come up with the load rating VA (volts x amps). Another method for 

obtaining the load is by obtaining the watts rating. Here are some steps to get you started: 

 

Step 1: List all the equipment to be protected by the UPS in one column. Examples are 

computers, monitors, modems, PBX phone systems and other network hardware. 

Step 2:  Read the nameplate on each of the pieces of equipment and write down the volts 

and the amps next to each piece of equipment using another column. An example 

would be 120V and 2.0A. 

Step 3: Multiply the volts and the amps of each piece of equipment and enter the total in a 

column labelled as "VA". When the equipment is only rated as watts, convert it to VA 

by multiplying that figure by 1.43 and enter it in your "VA" column. 

Step 4: It’s recommended that once you have the total VA load, to add an additional 25% to 

that figure to accommodate any future growth. It’s also a good safety precaution to 

avoid the potential of overloading a UPS. 

Step 5: Choose a preferred “time alive” duration and based on this time do the calculation of 

the required battery backup and the options available to fulfil this requirement.  

 

Note: The system is ready to use with serially manageable APC, Delta and Eaton UPS’s. 
 

 


